
“From their very beginnings it 
was obvious that The Room 

were something rather special. 
With the release of ‘Caught 

By The Machine’, they’ve 
undoubtedly confirmed it”

FIREWORKS MAGAZINE

“Caught By The Machine  
is just a downright fun and  
incredibly enjoyable listen”

GHOST CULT

“This is Rock like I’ve never heard before.  
Power, passion and tunes that stay in your head long  

after the music has stopped. Live they are a revelation.”
STEVE BLACKNELL (OLD GREY WHISTLE TEST / LIVE AID) 

The Room are a rock band from the south east of the UK.  
The band deliver outstanding live performances and are known  
for their powerful melodies, big choruses and intriguing lyrics.
Tracks from the bands third studio 
album “Caught By The Machine” 
produced by John Mitchell and 
released on White Star Records 
in 2019 hit number one on rock 
stations from Greece to Florida 
and the album attracted worldwide 
critical acclaim. The Room were 
awarded Band and Album of the year 
from Rock Radio UK as the release 
year came to a triumphant end.

In the live arena The Room are 
focussed on exceptional musicianship 
and entertaining and immersing 
audiences in the “show”. Experienced 
in festival performances including 
HRH, Cambridge Rock Festival,  
A New Day Festival and Summers 
End, 2019 saw the band’s first 
festival headline and a UK headline 
tour. Having opened for a wide 
range of bands such as Wishbone 
Ash, Inglorious and Focus, the band 
recognise the need to be flexible 
in using minimal backline and stage 
footprint without sacrificing  
“the show”. 

The new decade kicked off with 
the introduction of Chris Teeder on 
Keyboards amidst the turmoil of the 
pandemic. Simon Fisher joined the 
band in 2023 on lead guitar and will 
add a new element to the bands song 
writing. The Room are at home on 
stage and continue to look for new 
support and festival opportunities.

LINEUP 
Steve Anderson – Guitar & BV 
Simon Fisher – Guitar 
Andy Rowe – Bass & BV 
Chris Teeder – Keyboards 
Martin Wilson – Lead Vocal 
Chris York – Drums & BV

“For the fans of versatile  
oriented melodic rock.” 
BABYBLAUE

“Thoughtful, contemporary  
and grown-up” 
POWERPLAY MAGAZINE

www.theroom.band

/theroom.eu

/theroom_eu

/theroomband1

LISTENWATCH

CONTACTS

The Room Office: 
+44 (0)118 969 9438

69 Highgate Road, Woodley  
Berkshire, RG5 3ND, UK

Andy Rowe 
andy@theroom.band
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